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Mechanical Key Cutting Machines



SILCA WORLD
The main reason for the success of the Silca 
Group depends upon the fact that
it is the only company in the world to have 
conceived key cutting as a complete system.
The Silca key system starts from the
manufacturing and production of keys and key 
cutting machines up to the development of 
customised products.
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QUALITY AND
CERTIFICATIONS

SILCA SOFTWARE
Silca projects and develops all the software 
designed to run its key cutting machines bringing 
performance to its best. The electronic contents 
of Silca key cutting machines, together with the 
software programs, enable a non-stop updating as 
far as data base and operating modes.

We have strengthened over time our Quality System in conformity 
with international standards ISO 9001:2008 and ISO/TS 16949:2009 
(Automotive Keys), guaranteeing maximum attention to:
• prevention of non-conformities;
• improvement of the effi cacy and effi ciency of our production 
processes;
• adherence to the results expected both by our Customers and by 
manufacturers of the Automotive Industry.
Silca is also engaged in respecting the environment and 
maintaining high internal security levels.
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ORGINAL 
ACCESSORIES AND 
SPARE PARTS
A complete range of accessories devised for the entire range 
of the key cutting machines ensures the easy duplication of 
all kind of keys.

We recommend Silca’s original spare parts
and accessories.

All information and illustrations in this catalogue are for guidance only. Silca reserves the right to alter products designs, dimensions or info to improve the products quality.
The contents of this catalogue are fully protected by Copyright and may not be copied or reproduced in any form, without written permission from Silca S.p.A.
Any controversy shall be settled by the Courts of Justice where the company has its headquarters, with express exclusion of any other court.
In compliance with current regulations relating to industrial property, we hereby state that the trade-marks or trade names mentioned in this document are the exclusive property of 
authorized manufacturers of locks and users. Said trade-marks or trade names are nominated only for the purposes of information so that any lock for which our keys are made can 
be rapidly identifi ed. This document is reserved exclusively for professional key cutters who use Silca products. 

ORIGINAL 
COMPONENTS
The Silca range of tracer points and cutters for key-cutting 
machines is one of the most complete and comprehensive 
available in the key-cutting fi eld and is based specifi cally on 
long experience and special attention paid to the needs of 
specialist key cutters in the trade.
Silca accessories are made exclusively with top quality 
innovative materials and each one is tested and carefully 
controlled.
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Silca Electronic Key Catalogue is the ideal application 
for key searches and for running your personal range 
of keys.
Is used to carry out on-screen searches from a database 
comprising thousands of data.
Silca EKC Web is the most complete key blanks data-
base online and you’ll have access to more than 60.000 
keys loaded with every kind of information you need.
Now available also on smartphone!

Every day new, all to be discovered!

SILCA EKC WEB

Mobile Version

Discover the new Silca EKC online version on www.silca.biz
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BRAVO

Bravo Professional
Bravo Evolution
Bravo Bd Évolution
Bravo Maxima
Bravo Maxima Plus
Bravo W-Max
Bravo Japan
Bravo Sofer 2P
Bravo III
Bravo Brazil

Models

The Bravo series of key-cutting machines comprises a 
number of versatile, professional machine designed for 
the cutting of keys for cylinder locks (doors and cars) 
and cruciform keys. Dimensions, materials and lines are 
carefully designed to optimize working space and facilitate 
the use of this key-cutting machine. Active and passive 
safety devices have been carefully studied.
Main features:

  High quality versatile clamps; there are two types of 
clamps, easily and rapidly reversible:
two-sided (BRAVO Evolution) and four-sided (BRAVO 
Maxima, BRAVO Professional).

  Innovative and ergonomic levers, they ensure easy 
and comfortable grip due to their shape and specially 
designed materials to ensure maximum ease of use.

  Automatic clamp rotation and alignment system
(four-sided jaws).

  Patented dynamometric key-locking system with
controlled movement knob to ensure perfect key locking.

  Carriage release push button and gauge release device.
  Tracer point with centesimal regulation.
  Neon light.
  Belt tightening system.

* This information may differ for each machine model/version.

TECHNICAL DATA*

Motor

single phase: 1 speed (mod.Evolution
and Professional);
2 speed (mod. motor Maxima and W-Max) 
230V-50Hz (different voltages available)

Clamps
two-sided (mod. Evolution)
four-sided (mod. Professional, Maxima, 
W-Max)

Cutter HSS super speed steel/carbide 
(only on mod. W-Max or on request)

Movements on boarding, self cleaning sintered bushes, 
self-lubricating

Dimensions width 400mm, depth 520mm,
height 400mm
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POKER

Poker Plus/S
Poker/S

Models

Fully automatic key-cutting machine for fl at cylinder,
car keys and cruciform keys.

  Double-sided revolving clamps with three positions
for secure holding of car keys.

  Micrometrically-regulated tracer point which offers
the possibility of making any variations required
to the depth of the cut, rapidly and with great
precision.

  Evacuation of metal chips into lower tray.
  Clamps positioned for maximum ease of operation.
  Brush (on request: brush with delayed stopping in 
relation to the work cycle).

  On request: rapid plug-in angle lamp.

TECHNICAL DATA

Motor single phase 4 pole;
230V/50Hz (other voltages on request)

Cutter Ø 80x5x16mm

Dimensions width 250mm, depth 340mm,
height 330mm

Weight 21Kg
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REKORD

Rekord
Rekord AY
Rekord Brazil
Rekord Sofer®

Models

Key-cutting machine for cylinder keys for doors, vehicles
and cruciform keys. Duplicates with maximum precision
and guarantees optimal working condition to the operator 
thanks to: high tech materials, ergonomic shapes,
carriage movements by gears on a rectifi ed carriage.
Compact machine dimensions, with optimised
movements thanks to the innovative carriage transition
lever position within the machine body.
Main features:

  Sloping work surface.
  Four face rotating jaws.
  Adjustable tracer point.
  Ergonomic handles and levers.
  Led lamp.
  Incorporated brush.
  Carriage release lever.
  Chippings tray.
  Tools compartment.
  Exclusive working tools area.

® Registered Trademarks.

TECHNICAL DATA

Motor one speed single phase
230V/50Hz - 120V/60Hz

Clamps rotating - four sides, high precision

Cutter HSS (super speed steel)

Movements by gear on rectifi ed carriage

Dimensions
width 330mm (with max. lever
encoumbrance 510mm),
depth 430mm, height 270mm
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Fast and easy to use, Speed is perfect for key cutters 
who have just entered the key duplication business, but 
also for experienced Duplicating Centres that require a 
precise and user-friendly machine with a wide range of 
optional accessories.

  Fast, compact, precise and user-friendly.
  The four-face rotating clamps give the chance to 
duplicate a high number of keys.

  Ergonomic shape of handles and levers and 
innovative design to work in a comfortable 
environment.

  Compact dimensions of the machine to save space 
and better organise the work station.

  Effi ciency and cleanliness of the work station are 
ensured by the incorporated brush for fi nishing cut 
keys and the removable chipping tray.

  The motor and other moving parts are protected from 
the introduction of dust and metal chippings.

SPEED

TECHNICAL DATA

Motor one speed single phase
230V 50/60Hz • 120V 60Hz

Cutter HSS (super speed steel)

Standard Clamp four-face rotating clamp

Dimensions width 400mm, depth 460mm, 
height 300mm

(*) Standard only on 120V version.

*
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DELTA 2000
Ergonomic design, four face jaws, on board chipping
tray, incorporated brush.

  Clean and modern lines, base casting made
of a special high Teck polymer, designed to be both 
strong and light weight.

  All models use the four face jaws, the special
cutter cuts brass, nickel silver and even steel keys
effortlessly.

  The chippings tray will catch almost
all the chips during the duplicating process.

Delta 2000 A
Delta 2000 M

Delta 2000 Japan-A

Delta 2000 Brazil-A
Delta 2000 Brazil-SA
Delta 2000 Brazil-M

Models Japan

Brazil

TECHNICAL DATA

Power supply different voltages available

Motor one speed, single phase

Cutter HSS (super speed steel) - Ø 60mm

Jaws rotating - 4 sides

Dimensions width 370mm, depth 210mm,
height 250mm
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OMNIA
Omnia is a professional key cutting machine to duplicate 
bit and double bit (male and female) keys, central stop and 
pump keys.

  Speed and precision in the clamping of any type of key with 
no limits to the stem length (also long-stemmed keys for 
safes).

  Exclusive innovations: brand new, long-lasting cutter with 
cutting-edge material coating and innovative design, that 
guarantees stability while cutting, led lighting.

  Precise and safe for the key cutter. Safety devices included 
in the machine: see-through cover, automatic turning off of 
the machine through a microswitch while installing the key, 
wide view and access to working area ensuring high safety 
standards and reliability.

  The incorporated tool holder dedicated to female keys 
tailstocks (optional) guarantees quick identifi cation and 
immediate fi nding of the right accessory.

  The QR Code attached to the machine’s side enables you 
to watch useful tutorial videos directly on your smartphone, 
helping you out with maintenance operations and 
installation of optional accessories.

TECHNICAL DATA

Power supply 230V/50Hz

Motor Single phase and speed

Cutter TiN-coated HSS (Super Rapid Steel)

Movements On cross table by ball guides (carriage) and 
ball socket joint (lever)

Dimensions width 395mm, depth 550mm, height 
320mm
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TECHNICAL DATA 

Power supply 230V/50Hz

Motor Single phase and speed

Cutter TiN-coated HSS (Super Rapid Steel)

Movements On cross table by ball guides (carriage) and 
ball socket joint (lever)

Dimensions width 395mm, depth 550mm, height 
320mm

OMNIA MAX
Omnia Max is a professional key cutting machine to 
duplicate bit and double bit (male and female), pump, 
adaptable gorges keys, central and rear stop keys and 
keys with vertical cuts.

  Speed and precision in the clamping of any type of key 
with no limits to the stem length (also long-stemmed 
keys for safes).

  Exclusive innovations: brand new, long-lasting cutter 
with cutting-edge material coating and innovative 
design, that guarantees stability while cutting, vertical 
cuts carriage, pull-out gauge, led lighting.

  Precise and safe for the key cutter. Safety devices 
included in the machine: see-through cover, automatic 
turning off of the machine through a microswitch while 
installing the key, wide view and access to working area 
ensuring high safety standards and reliability.

  The incorporated tool holder dedicated to female keys 
tailstocks (optional) guarantees quick identifi cation and 
immediate fi nding of the right accessory.

  The QR Code attached to the machine’s side enables 
you to watch useful tutorial videos directly on your 
smartphone, helping you out with maintenance 
operations and installation of optional accessories.
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LANCER PLUS
Lancer Plus is a cutting machine for bit, double bit, and 
mail box keys.

  The face side and bullet cuts are carried out without 
removing the keys from the jaws.
It is possible to round the lever cuts while cutting the key.

  Moveable head clamps to allow for keys with heads not 
centered on the shaft to be held securely by the vice jaw.

  Microswitch for activating the cutting tools applied to the 
main joystick control lever.

  Gear driven cutters run in sealed roller bearings 
ensure maintenance, free use and extra long life, while 
providing vibration free operations.

  Reversible jaws allow the cutting of fl at steel locker keys.

TECHNICAL DATA

Energy supply single phase 230V/50Hz - 110V/60Hz

Cutter HSS (super speed steel)

Jaws reversible (180°) and removable

Movements syncronised by means of 3 axes
on ball bearing guides

Dimensions width 450mm, depth 680mm,
height 300mm
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MATRIX PRO

�

Matrix Pro is a key-cutting machine that provides top 
quality performance and precision in duplicating dimple 
keys with fl at or inclined cuts, laser type keys, Fichet® 
type keys and tubular keys.

  Tilting clamps (0° +/- 45°) with four seats dedicated 
to optimum positioning of different types of keys.

  Cutters: new HSS material and innovative design. 
Coloured plastic collar for easier reference 
identifi cation (Patent Pending).

  Electromechanical calibration system.
  Illumination: LED lights with automatic On/Off system 
activated by proximity sensors. (patent pending).

(*) The Fichet® type key is cut with a special adapter provided with the machine

® Registered Trademarks.

TECHNICAL DATA

Cutter motor single phase 1 speed motor 
230V 50/60Hz - 100V/120V 50/60Hz

Cutters HSS (super speed steel)

Clamps tilting with interchangeable plates

Dimensions
width: 310mm ( with max. lever encum-
brance: 400mm), depth: 400mm, 
height: 470mm
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TECHNICAL DATA

Cutter motor single phase 1 speed motor 
230V 50/60Hz - 100V/120V 50/60Hz

Cutters HSS (super speed steel)

Clamps tilting with interchangeable plates

Dimensions
width: 310mm ( with max. lever encum-
brance: 400mm), depth: 400mm,
height: 470mm

MATRIX EVO
Matrix Evo is a key-cutting machine that provides top 
quality performance and precision in duplicating dimple 
keys with fl at or inclined cuts, laser type keys and 
Fichet® type keys.

  Tilting clamps (0° +/- 45°) with three seats dedicated 
to optimum positioning of different types of keys.

  Cutters: new HSS material and innovative design. 
Coloured plastic collar for easier reference 
identifi cation (Patent Pending).

  Electromechanical calibration system.
  Working area illuminated by LED lights.

(*) The Fichet® type key is cut with a special adapter provided with the machine

® Registered Trademarks.

�
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Easy is a key-cutting machine that provides quality 
performance and precision in duplicating a wide range 
of dimple keys with fl at cuts, laser type keys and Fichet® 
type keys.

  Easy to use, reliable, compact and solid.
  Smooth and precise carriage movements.
  Spring loaded tracer point (for dimple keys).
  Built in light to illuminate the working area.
  Protective shield on the machine body: protects from 
swarfs during key cutting operations.

  Accessories provided: tracer point/cutting tool to be 
used in duplicating a wide range of dimple keys with 
fl at cuts and laser type keys.

  Optional Accessories: a range of optional accessories 
is available to widen the key types cut by Easy 
machine; a dedicated accessory has been designed 
for tubular key types.

EASY

® Registered Trademarks.

TECHNICAL DATA

Motor single phase 1 speed motor 
230V 50Hz - 120V/50-60Hz

Cutters HSS (super speed steel)

Dimensions
width: 250mm
depth: 370mm
height: 370mm

Mass 24Kg
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DELTA 2000 AY
Key-cutting machine to cut Abloy® keys by code.
Solid and compact design cuts with high precision.
Two optional carriages available:

  “FO” carriage: for a duplication by code of Ford® Tibbe®

(F021P) and Jaguar®Tibbe® (TBE1P-TBE2P) keys.
  “Multicopy” carriage: duplication by copy of Ford® 
(FO19P-FO20P) Abus® (AB32 - AB38P), Abloy® and 
Ava®-Chubb® keys.

All carriages are interchangeable.

® Registered Trademarks.

TECHNICAL DATA

Motor 230V/50Hz

Cutter HSS (super speed steel)

Dimensions width 370mm, depth 210mm,
height 250mm

Weight 14Kg
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DELTA 2000 FO
Key-cutting machine for cutting by code, Ford® Tibbe® 

(F021P) and Jaguar® Tibbe® type (TBE1P - TBE2P) keys. 
Innovative, small and compact, versatile.
Two optional carriages:

  “AY” for Abloy® keys duplicating by code.
  “Multicopy”: duplicates Ford® (FO19P-FO20P), Abus® 
(AB32- AB38P), Abloy® and Ava®-Chubb® keys 
(“Multicopy” carriage requires a dedicated cutter 
1,4mm HSS).

All carriages are interchangeable.

® Registered Trademarks.

TECHNICAL DATA

Motor different voltages available

Cutter HSS (super speed steel)

Dimensions width 370mm, depth 210mm,
height 250mm

Weight 14Kg
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DELTA 2000 MC
Duplicates by copy special keys as: Ford®

(FO19P-FO20P), Abus® keys (AB32-AB38P), Abloy®

and Ava®-Chubb® keys.
Optional carriages: AY, FO.

  “FO” carriage: for a duplication by code of Ford® Tibbe®

(FO21P) and Jaguar® Tibbe® (TBE1P-TBE2P) keys.
  “AY” carriage for Abloy® keys duplicating by code.

All carriages are interchangeable.

® Registered Trademarks.

TECHNICAL DATA

Motor 230V/50Hz

Cutter HSS (super speed steel)

Dimensions width 370mm, depth 210mm,
height 250mm

Weight 14Kg
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SILCA S.p.A.
Via Podgora, 20 (Z.I.)
31029 VITTORIO VENETO (TV)
Tel. +39 0438 9136
Fax +39 0438 913800
E-mail: silca@silca.it
www.silca.biz

Members of the Kaba Group

SILCA GmbH
Siemensstrasse, 33
42551 VELBERT
Phone: +49 2051 2710
Fax +49 2051 271172
E-mail: info@silca.de
www.silca.de

SILCA S.A.S.
12, Rue de Rouen
Z.I. Limay - Porcheville
78440 PORCHEVILLE
Phone: +33 1 30983500
Fax +33 1 30983501
E-mail: info@silca.fr
www.silca.fr

KABA KEY SYSTEMS

SILCA KEY SYSTEMS S.A.
C/Santander 73A
08020 BARCELONA
Phone: +34 93 4981400
Fax +34 93 2788004
E-mail: silca@silca.es
www.silca.es

SILCA Ltd.
Unit 6 Lloyds Court
Manor Royal
CRAWLEY RH10 9QU
Phone: +44 1293 531134
Fax +44 1293 531108
E-mail: sales@silcaltd.co.uk
www.silcaltd.co.uk

H. CILLEKENS & ZN. B.V.
Metaalweg, 4
6045 JB ROERMOND
Phone: +31 475 325147
Fax +31 475 323640
E-mail: info@hcillekens.nl
www.hcillekens.nl

MINDA SILCA Engineering Ltd.
Plot no. 37- Toy City
Greater Noida-201308, U.P.
Phone: +91 9871397630/31
Fax +91 120 2351301
E-mail: info@mindasilca.in
www.mindasilca.in

KABA DO BRASIL Ltda
Rua Guilherme Asbahr Neto, 510
São Paul, SP 04646-001
Phone: +55 11 55454520 / 29
E-mail: silca@kabadobrasil.com.br
www.silcachaves.com.br

FLEXONSILCA S.A.
Km 1.5 Via Briceño-Zipaquira
Parque Ind. Trafalgar Bodega 3
Tocancipa-Cundinamarca
COLOMBIA
Phone: +57 1 7366480
Fax +57 1 7366490
www.fl exonsilca.co
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